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BOARD NOTES

$130 was allotted to the Come for mission work to be carried on this summer.

The date of the All School Mixer was set for Friday, May 22. Admission will be free and the music will be furnished by an unknown combo. Committees established were:

Seniors Clean-up
Juniors Publicity & Tickets
Sophs Decorations
Freshmen Refreshments

An Inter Collegiate Current Affairs Forum will be held here on Saturday at 3:00 on the topic "The Possibilities of Peace". Guest speakers will be Capt. Thomas Clery of Fort Benjamin Harrison and Rev. Paul Curtis, assistant editor of the Indiana Catholic.

Participating colleges include Notre Dame, Indiana State, St. Mary's of the Woods and St. Mary's of Notre Dame.

#Note of warning to all those souls and bodies responsible for defacing campaign posters: photographs, etc. are expensive and to maliciously destroy them is wrong. Confessions will be heard at 11:45.

#Vote Today for: Vice-president, Treasurer and Religious Representative. Religious Rep. candidates are:

Elaine Thomas  Mary Agnes Milharcic
Juliana Simmons  Fred Jeranski

#A bushel of thanks from the Alumni to Gerry Matheny who went out of his way to be of assistance.

#A barrel of congratulations to the Sodality and the Student Body; all who made yesterday's May Crowning a very "pretty" ceremony. The use of the carillon was especially effective, I just don't see why it isn't played more often. I would like to suggest the Angelus (morn) period as an appropriate time.

(advice)

After digging myself out from under a mound of cheery notes, I wandered down into that tomb of concentrated study called the Ferris. There huddled in a booth were a few Senior Marianites discussing the last bridge score... but really, all thoughts were centered on preparations for next Tues. and Friday.

As a loyal member of that illustrious studious class, I decided to find cut why these kids were in such an uproar.

It seems that each department has given a bit tip on the Comp. question. These I collected and for your advantage shall have them printed.

Home Ec. Explain the theory that the best way to a man's heart is through his stomach.

Spanish "Sir-Vantes is best known for his Don-Key-0 too." Because of its universe, it is a better translation into pigeon English.

Eng. Prof. McCulligacy states that literature on the whole is a lot of bunk. In ten minutes time support this statement using concrete examples.

Math. Prove by differential and integral calculus that One and One are Two.

Sci. Trace the social action of men from first known evidence to the present time.


Ed. Prove or disprove the theory: "He who reads; he who cannot, teaches. State reasons and don't forget to tie a few loose ends together.

Chem. Name 100 effects of the reaction of OH on man.
Every now and then, a special day comes along. Today is such a day. It's someones birthday...mine! I have received some very nice telegrams which I shall now share with you.

"May our best wishes echo from the highest Himalayan peak." The Dalai Lama

"Congratulations on your 23rd. birthday. Be seeing you soon. We wanted you to know that we haven't forgotten you." Draft Board #208

"Happy birthday, Bob. Your parents have raised you well." Mr. and Mrs. D.E. Moran

"Deep..deep..deep..Happy birthday..deep..deep..deep." Bob Rutherford in Unit #2

"Many happy returns. Would like to shake your hand but..." C. Nicholas

"Happy Birthday. Sorry you can't be here." Rev. T. Hesburgh

(a poem) "Now that you've reached 23 - It's time to read G.K.C."

Guess who?

"Happy birtha..birtha..birthday." Bucky Beaver

"Happy birthday. Share your gifts." Karl Marx

"Good Grief! We almost forgot. Happy Birthday." Charlie, Schroeder, Patty, Violet, Pig-pin, Linus, and Snoopy, (and Sherm)

"As always, only kind words, Happy Birthday, Bobby." Clare and Wayne

"Happy Birthday. Come down and we'll have a trial just for you." Fidel

"To Bob: Happy birthday fo the vice-president of the junior class. Best wishes from one honest office-holder to another." "Bull" Durham

"Happy Birthday. You don't have to share the gifts unless extreme necessity prevails." Fathers Smith and Jamie

"Happy Birthday and keep smiling." Brian London

"Happy Birthday. Always be kind." Mary Worth

"Happy Birthday. It's your day. Turn yourself loose." Fabien

"Best wishes. Under separate cover is your gift...a chuckhole." Charles Boswell

"Happy Birthday. Enclosed is 100 gross of Gillette Blue Blades." Mickey Mantle

"Happy Birthday, friend. I kid you not." Jack Paar

----------------------------------

DON'T FORGET TO VOTE TODAY FOR STUDENT BOARD OFFICES.
LITTLE MORE THAN HALF THE STUDENT BODY TURNED OUT TWO WEEKS AGO.
LET'S SUPPORT OURSELVES.